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simple case has only one round (since the number of dirty children is 2), but the
general case with k dirty children shall have k − 1 rounds of ”No!” replies.
As before, we model this by postulating as given an epistemic system (M,Q).
The set of agents A includes children {A,B,C}. The module M includes all pos-
sible initial states sβ with β ⊆ A being those children that are dirty. Since the
children cannot see their own foreheads (which might be dirty or not) we have
fM
i (sβ) = sβ\{i} ∨ sβ∪{i} for each child i. Let D∅ be the fact that no child
has a dirty forehead and Di be the fact that child i has a dirty forehead, hence
{D∅} ∪ {Di ∈ M | i ∈ A} ⊆ Stab(Q), and also sβ ≤ Di for all i ∈ β. Let
q be a round of no answers of the 3 children, i.e. q is the public refutation of
ADA ∨ BDB ∨ CDC and hence Ker(q) = ADA ∨ BDB ∨ CDC and
fi(q) = q for each child i. Let q0 ∈ Q be the be father’s announcement that at
least one child has mud on his forehead hence Ker(q0) =↓ D∅ and fi(q0) = q0 for
each child i. We have to show that after the ﬁrst round of refutation q each muddy
child (e.g. A) knows that he is dirty, i.e. s{A,B} ≤ [q0 • q]ADA and similarly for
child B. By adjunction on dynamic and epistemic modalities and module equation
(m ⊗ q1) ⊗ q2 = m ⊗ (q1 • q2) we get
fA((s{A,B} ⊗ q0) ⊗ q) ≤ DA . (2)
By the fA inequality (i.e. eq(1)) it sufﬁces to show
fA(s{A,B} ⊗ q0) ⊗ fA(q) ≤ DA
Again by eq(1) and the assumption fA(q0) = q0
fA(s{A,B} ⊗ q0) ≤ fA(s{A,B}) ⊗ q0
update both sides by fA(q) = q
fA(s{A,B} ⊗ q0) ⊗ q ≤ (fA(s{A,B}) ⊗ q0) ⊗ q
So to prove eq(2) it sufﬁces to show
(fA(s{A,B}) ⊗ q0) ⊗ q ≤ DA
Replacing fA by its value will get us
((s{A,B} ∨ s{B}) ⊗ q0) ⊗ q ≤ DA
hence
((s{A,B} ⊗ q0) ⊗ q) ∨ ((s{B} ⊗ q0) ⊗ q) ≤ DA .
The ﬁrst disjunct is given by the assumptions s{A,B} ≤ DA and DA being a fact
and thus stable under updates, i.e. (DA ⊗ q0) ⊗ q ≤ DA. For the other disjunct we
shall show that s{B} ⊗q0 ≤ BDB ∈ Ker(q) which gives us (s{B} ⊗q0)⊗q = ⊥
and ⊥ ≤ DA. To see this use the adjunction to get fB(s{B}⊗q0) ≤ DB, by eq(1) it
sufﬁces to show fB(s{B}) ⊗ fB(q0) ≤ DB. Now replace fB with its values and get
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